Video transmission over networks is getting increasingly important, thus upcoming network types like Mobile Ad-Hoc Networks (MANETs) can also become a suitable platform for exchanging/sharing real-time video streams. We present an approach using different sources with linear independent representations of a layered video stream for increasing the robustness in transmission. This approach is based on the Scalable Video Coding (SVC) Extensions of H.264/MPEG-4 AVC with different layers for assigning importance for transmission. Additionally a novel Unequal Packet Loss Protection (UPLP) scheme based on Raptor forward error correction codes is employed. This scheme allows for reception from different sources and benefits from it. While the reception of a single stream guarantees base quality at least, the combined reception enables play-back of video of full quality and/or lower error rates.
INTRODUCTION
Network infrastuctures based on the Wireless LAN (WLAN) 802.11 a,b,g -specifications are becoming more and more popular and are also suitable for real-time transmission. These network types allow very high data-rates, but usually only in smaller ranges, i.e. as long as the distance between receivers and senders is sufficiently small. Longer ranges and coverage extension can for example be achieved by multi-hop transmission: In contrast to the common setup where many nodes are available in a certain area with a single access point or hot-spot based network structure, the Ad-Hoc mode of WLAN nodes can support the increase of coverage and thus may save costs in infrastructure. These so called Mobile Ad-Hoc Networks (MANETs) [1] make use of all nodes in a mobile network as routers in order to establish a short-time dynamic network infrastructure. An example MANET is shown in Fig. 1 with one client and different established routes (colored) to multiple server nodes.
However, despite the advantages in coverage, the dynamic behavior of MANETs still imposes significant challenges to high quality real-time video transmission: The high path outage probability makes it impossible to reliably transmit a video stream by simply applying known techniques from the wired or cellular transmission environment. Therefore, this work proposes a robust multi-source video streaming protocol for reliable real-time video 2Nomor Research GmbH Tannenweg 25 83346 Bergen, Germany stockhammer@nomor.de streaming, which mainly solves the route-loss problem in case of real-time streaming over MANETs. The basic approach to enhance reliability relies on the use of different streaming sources in parallel. Thereby, each source generates independent representations of on and the same media layer. This scheme effectively results in a network multiple description approach. To realize this property the video stream is divided into different layers using Scalable Video Coding (SVC) [2] [3] . SVC provides layers with different importance for the video reconstruction and different percentage of the complete stream bit-rate. For effective combination an unequal packet loss protection (UPLP) scheme based on recently proposed Raptor Forward Error Correction (FEC) codes [4] is proposed to protect different layers with different importance. Thereby, the fountain property of Raptor codes enables the generation of a virtually infinite amount of independent Encoding Symbols (ESs) from a fixed number of Source Symbols (SSs). Transmitting these ESs adequately over different paths, preferably from different sources, strongly enhances the reliability of streaming sessions in MANETs. Luckily, the proposed scheme the servers does not require synchronization or coordination among streaming sources, as with high probability by pure randomness independent ESs per source node are generated. This paper is related to peer-to-peer networks approaches like Avalanche [5] which is developed for file sharing download services and also comprises multi-source approaches. However, our approach is targeting real-time streaming with the addition of being deployed in MANETs. Previous work in this area for wired Internet has for example been presented in [6] , but our approach is targeting independently decode-able network streams.
MULTI-SOURCE STREAMING COMPONENTS
This section provides a brief overview of the employed components. Their relationship to our proposed multi-source streaming approach is mainly presented in Section 3. The temporal scaling functionality of SVC is typically based on a temporal decomposition using hierarchical B pictures as shown in Fig. 1 . Each B picture of a higher temporal enhancement level is encoded with a higher QP (cascaded QP assignment), thus the fidelity per picture is decreasing with the decreasing importance in terms of the number of succeeding references by other pictures. In Fig. 2 the structure of a SVC stream is shown, which comprises a group of pictures (GOP) of size eight. GOPs can be independently decoded, if the preceding key picture is available and has random access properties. Spatial scalability is achieved by different encoder loops with an over-sampled pyramid for each resolution (e.g. QCIF, CIF, and 4CIF), including motion-compensated transform coding with independent prediction structures for each layer. In contrast to the encoder, the decoder can be operated in single loop, i.e., for decoding inter-layer dependencies it does not need to perform motion compensation in lower layers on which it depends.
SNR scalability is based on a Progressive Refinement (PR) approach, where the extension layers contain refinement textural quality information of the base layer in a progressive way. Thus, cutting byte-wise from the end of a PR fragment is possible.
Within this work Temporal, Spatial and SNR scalability based on PR is used for differentiation between video layers. A certain combination of these scalability values is forming an operation point of the layered bit-stream.
Raptor Forward Error Correction Codes
The Raptor code [4] (Fig. 2) is an error correction code mainly used in environments with packet losses. Furthermore, it is a fountain code, i.e. a virtually infinite amount of encoding symbols can be produced from a vector of source symbols SV of the length k. In average, the decoder is capable of reconstructing the source symbols from a number of ES that is only slightly higher than the original length of the SV. For sufficiently long k, the Raptor code operates very closely to an ideal fountain code which would require only any k encoding symbols for successful reconstruction.
The Raptor code can be viewed as a serial concatenation of a pre-code and a Luby Transform (LT) code. The inner LT code [4] is a realization of a fountain code. From an input vector F an infinite number of encoding symbols ESi can be produced by XORing symbols in F as indicated in vector Ti, i.e. the vector Ti consists of all 0's except for l's at the positions to be XORed. The outer systematic fixed rate code GP is the key for improved performance of Raptor codes over LT codes. It is important that the vectors Ti are generated according to a random distribution whereby the degree distribution and the pre-code need to be appropriately selected for optimized performance. ES.E
( 1) Raptor codes are constructed such that (1) can be solved for r equal or only slightly larger than k. Note however, to obtain GLT(il,..., ir) with each symbol ESi the symbols index i to generate Ti needs to be available at the receiver. A systematic version of Raptor codes has been adopted by 3GPP [7] for download as well as for streaming delivery services in MBMS. For the systematic version of this code an additional pre-coding matrix of length k is used on the SV to ensure, that the first k of n ESs are equal to the SV. The Raptor symbol size is in general T bytes. To simplify the simulations, the performance of Raptor codes can be quite well emulated [7] . This model is applied for simulations in this work.
MULTI SOURCE STREAMING
This section introduces the proposed multi source streaming approach by appropriately combining the components introduced in section 2. The basic idea is to use multiple sources for guaranteeing reliability by redundancy in sources as well as in network paths. Nevertheless the selected network paths are mainly determined by the underlying MANET routing protocol. The proposed approach of this work is exclusively relies on application layer techniques and does not need any special cross-layer interfaces.
Media and channel coding By combining layered video coding with a Raptor code-based
Unequal Packet Loss Protection (UPLP), a distribution of linearly independent representations of the video stream among servers can be achieved. Fig. 3 illustrates the behavior of the proposed multisource streaming approach using the Raptor code for generating S linear independent network streams from L layers from S sources.
Source / Sender behavior:
The idea is that each source generates linear independent Raptor Encoding Symbols (ESs) for data corresponding to a certain amount of media time tSB. This data, referred to 
The symbol arrangement for the UPLP approach per source is according to the example as shown in Fig. 4 . The interleaved combination of S source streams is forming the Encoding Block (EB), which contains the ESs representing the media of a time interval tSB of Source Block SB. 
For simplification we assume that the streaming server transmission rate Rs is fixed for all sources s and with that also the number of transmitted symbols s Proportionally to the code rates r, I per layer 1, the symbols ns are distributed into UPLP packets as shown in Fig. 5 .
A reasonable setting for code rates r, I is proposed by
With that constraint it is guaranteed, that with each additional received source stream s+1 the next layer 1+1 becomes decodeable at the client with very high probability and the rationales of applying decreasing code rates for more important layer with lower layer indices I is employed. With the constraints mentioned above, the proposed transmission rate (not considering packet loss) per source s is given as
(9) The overall multi source coded stream rate as fraction of RL (compared to the rate of the original layered media) included by the approach is mainly determined by the rate proportions of the layered media itself. In general the overhead fraction x is shown in (10). Optimizations will follow in later work based on [6] . The protocol is entirely receiver-driven. A video client probes all accessible source nodes by sending inquiry packets in order to collect information about the network. To keep a consistent status about the network condition and accessible video sources, it is proposed to probe the network continuously during media transmission. All required information for link quality evaluation is transferred and evaluated on the application layer using RTCP packets and header extensions to RTP packets.
By analyzing the distance (in hops) as metric (link quality) information, the best servers (from the protocol point of view) for a multi source streaming session are identified and streams are requested from those servers which appear to have the shortest metric. The assumption is: A better metric (shorter path) enables a smaller connection of failure probability and packet loss probability due to the addition of loss probability of each link of the used path in a mobile ad-hoc network. We refer to further work of the authors for more detailed information [8] . The results show that the proposed multi source approach outperforms the single server approach (which is compare-able with a state-of-the-art streaming technologies) for both quality indicators.
SELECTED SIMULATION RESULTS

CONCLUSION
We presented an extended Unequal Packet Loss Protection (UPLP) scheme based on Raptor FEC using different sources for reliable media streaming in MANETs. We showed the benefits of using linear independent FEC streams with unequal loss protection for Multi Source Streaming in scenarios with high route loss probability as present in MANETs. The approach has been tested with a new protocol for media tracking and delivery in MANETs, which exclusively relies on Application Layer techniques. For more details of the approach, additional and more comprehensive results as well as other extensions we refer to [8] :
